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Simple, secure and
fast Multifactor
Authentication
Net iD Enterprise integrates smartcards and other certificate
carriers with all types of applications and IT environments.

Benefits with Net iD Enterprise
The client software Net iD Enterprise is the most commonly used middleware on the market for establishing
strong Multifactor Authentication based on certificates and PKI. Net iD Enterprise integrates smartcards and
other certificate carriers with all types of applications and IT environments. The solution makes it simple to
establish the highest possible level of security, without users finding the process difficult and complicated.
Simply decide which work environment you want to protect, and we will swiftly deliver an optimal solution for
the operating system of your choice: Windows, macOS, Linux or Chrome OS. The solution provides the best
protection for logging into computers, domains, applications, identity providers (iDP), online services and
servers. It also protects login to Office 365 and all other cloud services. And together with the Citrix platform,
the solution supplies ultra-swift, secure Single Sign-On and smartcard roaming.
You can also take out a support agreement to access professional support for all the Net iD products you
use.

MORE BENEFITS WITH NET iD ENTERPRISE
•

Built on standard components, functions in all usual system environments

•

Platform-independent – Windows, macOS, Linux, Chrome OS

•

Support for all common smartcards and YubiKey

•

Flexibility in the choice of integration interface for applications

•

Configuration of customised flows through group policy object (GPO)

•

Unique function supplement provides Citrix users with swift Single Sign-On and smartcard
roaming.

•

Accessible in thin clients from Dell, Igel, Fujitsu, 10ZIG, etc.

How it works
Net iD Enterprise makes it simple to log in securely. With a certificate on an ID carrier of their choice, users
can log into applications and web-based services that require electronic identification and signature based on
PKI. The same ID carrier can also function as visual identification for entry into the workplace and for secure
follow-me printing.
In large organisations comprising numerous users with different needs, we supply customised Net iD packages and associated components to match specific requirements and target environments. This assures maximum use benefit and significantly simplifies the roll-out of the software. Customer-specific solutions include,
for example, customised configurations, own PIN dialogue (logo) and MSI package with built-in licence key.
In most projects, our customers use Net iD Portal for life cycle management of certificates – added value that
underpins the entire set-up through administration of digital identities in the entire organisation.
For comprehensive information about Net iD Portal and Net iD Access for mobile security, see the separate
product data sheets on our website, www.secmaker.com.

Product specification
Net iD Enterprise integrates the use of certificates on smartcards or YubiKey in existing IT platforms. The
software opens up great opportunities to simplify the following for users:
Singelinloggning (SSO)
By inserting the smartcard into the card reader and
entering their PIN code once, users have access
to all systems, applications and websites they are
authorised to use. This means that users no longer
have to keep track of different passwords for each
system and can use a single PIN code rather than
ten passwords.
For Single Sign-On with a certificate to function
appropriately, the target system must support
certificate-based login. Single Sign-On can also
be introduced for older applications that only support username and password combination through
supplementation with an SSO platform – Imprivata,
for example.
Card Insert and Remove actions
Card Watch is a function that automatically initiates
the desired action when users insert their cards into/
remove their cards from the card reader – correct
shut-down, for example, or launch of an underlying
program. When the card is removed from the card
reader, a dialog window can be displayed on the
screen, asking what the user wants to do: log out,
shut down or lock the computer.
Fast User Switching
Users who share computers that run on Windows
can use their smartcards to switch users quickly and
simply, while maintaining the desired level of security
on local workstations.
Workstation Lockdown
When workstations are located in public settings, Workstation Lockdown makes sure that
non-authorised users cannot access the computer
environment. After shut-down, the computer is
completely locked, and keyboard commands are
totally ignored until an authorised card is inserted
into the card reader and the user enters his/her
PIN code.
Credential Provider
Users often have multiple certificates on their
smartcards. Net iD Enterprise contains functions that
make it simple to select the right certificate. Credential Provider, Certificate Provider and PIN Provider
are examples of functions which, with visual and automated resources, make it easy for users to select
the right certificate on the basis of the application.

Central konfiguration via gruppolicy
Central management of configurations via Group Policy is enabled by the system allowing configurations
of Net iD Enterprise to be entered in the registry
(Windows registry). This makes it easy to create
bespoke configurations and to change these for user
groups with different needs. For example, different
groups may need Single Sign-On functionality, or
different responses when they insert their cards in/
remove their cards from the card reader.
Flexible support for smartcards
Net iD Enterprise supports the most usual smartcards on the market. In partnership with card suppliers, we add support for new types of card on an
ongoing basis. Net iD Enterprise’s flexible architecture makes it easy to add support for new smartcards.
Virtual smartcards
Net iD Enterprise can also be used for login with
virtual smartcards stored in Microsoft TPM or Intel
Authenticate.
Net iD Customized Packaging
A customised configuration of Net iD Enterprise
accommodates specific wishes and requirements,
based on the organisation and target environment.
User interface, graphic design, texts and information
flows are examples of variables that can be adjusted
to match your wishes and requirements exactly.
This simplifies the roll-out and administration of the
software and eliminates support-intensive processes. For customers with support agreements, we
also take responsibility for configuration choices over
time, i.e. for updating parameters that may have
been changed in new versions of Net iD Enterprise.
Generell Minidriver kontra Net iD Minidriver/CSP
Generic smartcards are normally delivered direct
from the card supplier with a Minidriver, which, in
combination with Microsoft Base CSP, provides
basic functionality for smartcard login.
Net iD Enterprise contains an advanced CSP (Certificate Service Provider) and an expanded Minidriver
which supports most smartcards on the market,
over and above the basic functionality. In addition,
it supports more functions and more advanced
functions, such as Single Sign-On, hot seating, fast
user switching, and advanced options for bespoke
configuration. As such, Net iD Enterprise provides
more support and increased flexibility for IT staff and
users.

Additional options
The client software Net iD Enterprise is the most commonly used PKI middleware on the market for establishing
strong Multifactor Authentication (MFA) based on certificates and PKI. Net iD Enterprise integrates smartcards
and other certificate carriers with all types of applications and IT environments. In most cases, the standard packages of the software can be used without any adjustments. With our large toolbox of configurable parameters,
you can optimally streamline the user experience for both users and IT administrators. Being able to adjust even
small details is crucial, for example, when logging in to applications with unorthodox PKI implementations.
For technicians involved in the configuration, packaging, installation and support of software in the IT infrastructure, see Net iD Enterprise Technical Description.

EXAMPLES OF ADDITIONAL OPTIONS WITH NET iD ENTERPRISE
•

Central handling of PIN policy makes it possible to apply requirements to PIN code content
and to replacing PIN codes

•

Unlock Card: Unlocking locked cards before login

•

MIFARE info: Reading and writing information to MIFARE (wireless technology)

•

Simple adaptation of texts and links in the interface – for support and help pages, for instance

•

Web admin: Built-in browser for communication with Net iD Portal. Sidesteps issues with
plug-in support and makes the solution browser-independent.

•

Tracker: Central logging of incidents with regard to successful/failed logins

•

Reset Card: Resetting smartcards

•

Signature and encryption: Signature and encryption of files and emails with certificates

•

Trace service: Flexible activation and tracking as assistance in troubleshooting

Net iD Enterprise Developers Guide provides additional insight into all the opportunities that
exist for streamlining the user experience.

SecMaker –
With the power to make a difference
Identity theft and internet fraud are developing faster than any other form of crime. Companies in particular
are increasingly being subjected to virus attacks, data breaches, ID theft, stolen passwords and ransomware.
In many cases, the consequences on the business can be catastrophic, Secmaker helps you reduce the
risks. We are leading supplier in the Nordic region of certificate-based security solutions for companies,
authorities and other organisations. We protect and safeguard information, systems and data traffic for more
than 1.5 million satisfied users.

Want to know more?
For more detailed information or to order an evaluation licence, email us at SecMaker
at info@secmaker.com or call us on +46 8-601 23 00. You can also visit our
YouTube channel to watch videos about our Net iD products.
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